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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in high-throughput chromosome
conformation capture (3C) technology, such as Hi-
C and ChIA-PET, have demonstrated the importance
of 3D genome organization in development, cell dif-
ferentiation and transcriptional regulation. There is
now a widespread need for computational tools to
generate and analyze 3D structural models from 3C
data. Here we introduce our 3D GeNOme Modeling
Engine (3D-GNOME), a web service which generates
3D structures from 3C data and provides tools to
visually inspect and annotate the resulting struc-
tures, in addition to a variety of statistical plots and
heatmaps which characterize the selected genomic
region. Users submit a bedpe (paired-end BED for-
mat) file containing the locations and strengths of
long range contact points, and 3D-GNOME simulates
the structure and provides a convenient user inter-
face for further analysis. Alternatively, a user may
generate structures using published ChIA-PET data
for the GM12878 cell line by simply specifying a ge-
nomic region of interest. 3D-GNOME is freely avail-
able at http://3dgnome.cent.uw.edu.pl/.

INTRODUCTION

ChIA-PET (1), Hi-C (2) and related technologies have re-
vealed that the mammalian genome has multiple levels
of organization, from large-scale chromosome territories,
mega-base sized topologically associated domains (TADs)
(3,4) and chromosome contact domains (CCDs) (5), and
down to specific CTCF-mediated looping interactions (5,6).
Structural chromosome models are a key computational

tool for analysis of such data (7,8), as they provide a rep-
resentation of the data which can be more revealing than
1D looping depictions or 2D heatmaps. In particular, over-
laying the 3D structure with additional genomic annotation
data, such as histone methylation marks, can reveal spatial
clustering of epigenetic factors which is not readily appar-
ent in other representations (9).

Recently, we have shown that a single ChIA-PET exper-
iment reveals information at all relevant genomic resolu-
tions (5). Previous ChIA-PET experiments focused on high-
frequency, high-confidence interactions representing true
long range interactions, and discarded singletons, which are
low frequency, low confidence interactions which in fact
constitute the majority of ChIA-PET reads (10–12). How-
ever, we showed that the singleton data provides the same
information as Hi-C data, namely, low-resolution (∼1 Mb)
information about large-scale topological domains. In light
of this observation, we developed a structural modeling al-
gorithm which leverages the multiscale nature of ChIA-PET
data to produce 3D chromosome models at multiple resolu-
tions (5). Although it was designed for ChIA-PET data, the
algorithm works equally well with Hi-C and other genome-
wide 3C-like data, provided some distinction is made be-
tween weak and strong interactions.

The number of tools available for 3D chromatin mod-
eling is growing rapidly (for a recent review, see (13)),
and includes a mix of private (14–16) and publicly avail-
able (7,9,17–22) software. However, most of these tools re-
quire additional dependencies and/or some computational
expertise. For example, ChromSDE (17) requires Matlab;
ShRec3D (18) only runs on Linux; TADbit (19) requires
the Integrative Modeling Platform (23); BACH (9) requires
R, the GNU scientific library, and must be compiled from
source; PASTIS (20) requires Python and includes files
which must be compiled from source; and MCMC5C (7)
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Figure 1. Webserver architecture. The central role is played by a Flask-based server which accepts the requests, stores them in the database and adds them
to the job queue. GNU Parallel monitors the queue and runs the jobs as soon as there are computational resources available. Each job consists of a number
of external scripts executed sequentially.

and MOGEN (22) require Java and must be run from the
command line. AutoChrom3D (21) is available as a con-
venient web application and requires no technical exper-
tise from the user, but it imposes size limits on the recon-
structed region dependent on the selected resolution, and
its visualization requires Java, which is no longer supported
by Google Chrome and generally poses a security risk when
run in the browser.

Here we introduce a new, freely available web tool, the
3D GeNOme Modeling Engine (3D-GNOME), which al-
lows a user without any programing experience to generate
3D structures from 3C data with minimal effort, and sim-
ply requires any modern web browser to access and use. The
simulation program is based on our algorithms published
in (5). 3D-GNOME provides a web-based, interactive 3D
viewer to visualize and analyze the resulting 3D structure,
and includes options for the user to upload genomic anno-
tation data to overlay on the structure. In addition to the 3D
structure, 3D-GNOME provides a variety of other analy-
sis tools, including 1D arc representations and 2D heatmap
representations of the data.

IMPLEMENTATION

Web server

A schematic of the web server architecture is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The web server is written in Python using the Flask
framework (http://flask.pocoo.org/). Job requests submit-
ted by the user are subject to both the client and server-
side validation. Upon validation, the request is saved to the
MySQL database and a request with an id of the corre-

sponding database record is added to the job queue. The
job queue is simply a text file monitored by GNU Par-
allel (http://www.gnu.org/software/parallel/), which starts
new jobs while managing the available resources (number of
threads used, available memory, etc.). This allows us to eas-
ily adjust how many simultaneous jobs are run and to dis-
tribute processes to several machines. Technically, each job
is a Python script containing all the processing steps - pars-
ing the input, running external scripts (written in Python,
PHP and R) to calculate statistics and generate plots, and,
finally, running the 3D simulations. Structures are viewed
using an interactive 3D viewer, which is implemented in We-
bGL (https://www.khronos.org/webgl/) using the Three.js
JavaScript helper library (http://threejs.org/) and the dat.gui
library (https://github.com/dataarts/dat.gui) for the user in-
terface.

imulation

The simulation framework is written in C++. A complete
description of the modeling approach is given in (5), and
is also available in the technical documentation on the web
server. Briefly, we use a multiscale, top-to-bottom model-
ing approach in which different scales correspond to differ-
ent resolutions. At each level the chromatin is represented
as a beads-and-springs polymer, with beads representing
different genomic regions. The assignment of genomic re-
gions to beads is data driven and reflects the underlying
biological features that can be identified using interaction
clusters––CCDs and interaction anchors––as shown in Fig-
ure 2A. We first model the general, low resolution (1–2 Mb)
structure using singleton data, and then refine this structure

http://flask.pocoo.org/
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Figure 2. Presentation of basic modelling principles used in 3D-GNOME. (A) CCDs (marked with blue bars) can be clearly distinguished in both the
PET clusters and singleton heatmaps. (B) Schematic representation of low (megabase size; left) and high (1–10 kb size; right) resolution structure levels.
On the low resolution level each CCD is represented with a single bead. On the high resolution level the interior of CCDs is modeled as an interaction
complex and the chromatin loops extending outwards. (C) An example of a PET clusters interactions pattern in a single CCD with anchors and CTCF
motifs orientations marked (top) and schematic representation of the corresponding structure (bottom).

using PET interactions to achieve a high resolution (1–10
kb) structure (Figure 2B).

The simulation protocol is similar for all levels. First,
an energy function is defined taking into account the data
available on this particular level. For the low-resolution
level we apply the energy function build using singleton
heatmaps. The number of interactions between regions can
be used as a proxy of their pairwise physical distances – intu-
itively, the more interactions between the regions the closer
they should be in 3D space. Thus, the interaction frequen-
cies are converted to expected distances between genomic
regions. The proper way to convert from interaction fre-
quencies to distances, and even the appropriateness of such
a conversion, is the subject of much discussion in the litera-
ture. We use a simple inverse power-law with user adjustable
parameters, an approach used by most other modeling pro-
grams. For the high-resolution level we use PET clusters to
position the anchors within an interaction complex, and we
include terms to account for typical polymer physics inter-
actions like stretching and bending energies. We do not con-
sider excluded volume interactions, because including such
an interaction generally introduced only minor modifica-
tions to the structure but dramatically increased the com-
putation time. There are two optional refinements on this
level: first, if CTCF motif orientation is available, as it is
in the GM12878 line (5,6), then these can be used to ori-
ent the interactions (Figure 2C), and secondly, the shape
of chromatin loops may be modified using high-resolution
singleton heatmaps. A more comprehensive discussion of
our modeling assumptions and the functional forms used
to describe the various interaction terms can be found in
the technical documentation on the website.

USAGE

Input

There are two potential use cases. In the first, the user
has generated their own dataset from a ChIA-PET or
Hi-C library and would like to generate 3D structures.
The data should be stored in a tab-delimited, bedpe-like
(http://bedtools.readthedocs.org/en/latest/content/general-
usage.html) file consisting of seven or eight columns, where
the first three columns describe the region on one side of
the interaction (chromosome, start and stop positions), the
second three columns describe the region on the other side
of the interaction (chromosome, start and stop positions),
and the seventh column indicates the frequency of that
interaction in the dataset. The eighth column is optional
and may be used to name the transcription factors pulled
down in the experiments. The data should be sorted
into two files, the first containing high-frequency, high-
confidence ‘true’ interactions, and the second containing
low-frequency, low-confidence singleton interactions. The
user is also advised to supply a file with a definition of
TADs, as this may lead to a more reasonable structure. If
this file is not provided, then a heuristic algorithm will be
used to determine TADs automatically. In the second use
case, a user may generate 3D structures using our recently
published GM12878 ChIA-PET data set (5). This data is
stored on our server and requires no additional input file
from the user.

In either use case, the user then selects the genomic region
they would like to model and, optionally, specifies a name
for their model. Additionally, there are a number of simu-
lation parameters, which the user may tune, including the
weights of various interactions, or features (like CTCF ori-

http://bedtools.readthedocs.org/en/latest/content/general-usage.html
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Figure 3. Example results page for a selected region (chr 4:109556994–113054287). (A) Interaction arcs representing the strength of PET interactions.
Orange bars on top correspond to disjoint interaction subsets that can be distinguished. (B) Various statistics on the PET interactions (separately for
CTCF and RNAPII) and singleton interactions. (C) The heatmaps showing the raw (left) and normalized (right) singleton data. Orange bars on top of the
normalized heatmap represent a possible TAD calling for this region. (D) Plots showing the length distribution for PET and singleton interactions and the
number of interactions originating from each site.

entation) and the number of algorithm iterations on each
genomic scale. These are set to reasonable defaults, which
work well for the GM12878 dataset, but may not be appro-
priate for other species or even other human cell lines. The
purpose of each parameter is described, and there is a link to
a help document for additional information. Finding a rea-
sonable parameter set for a given data set may involve some
trial and error. We tested our modeling approach for four
additional cell lines: HEK293T, K562, HeLa and MCF7,
confirming that indeed the changes of parameters values
and different segmentations of chromatin chain are needed.
Nevertheless we were able to prepare successfully three-
dimensional models in all cases using our simulation code
for those cell lines.

Upon clicking the submit button, the user will be pro-
vided with a custom URL to a page where they can find
their results. While the simulation is running the page will
indicate its status.

Output

When the simulation finishes the status page will show sev-
eral plots for data analysis, as shown in Figure 3 for ∼3.5
Mb region on chromosome 4. At the top is a 1D arc rep-
resentation of the PET interactions, where the x-axis rep-
resents genomic position and the arc height represents the
measured contact frequency. This representation allows the
user to quickly evaluate the number and distribution of in-
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Figure 4. 3D structure of chr2:24026977-24629787 region for the GM12878 genome. (A) Structure colored according to genomic position. The locations of
CTCF (green) and RNA pol II (red) are indicated by spheres. (B) Strong and weak promoter sites identified by ChromHMM (ENCODE) are colored red.
The promoter sites co-localize within the chromosome cluster. (C) Intensity of H3K4me1 histone marks (ENCODE). (D) Intensity of H3K4me3 histone
marks (ENCODE).

teraction clusters, and can be useful in estimating the accu-
racy of a 3D model. Next the user is presented with some
population-level statistics on the PET interactions and sin-
gletons used in the current simulation. The singleton data is
represented using conventional 2D heatmaps: one heatmap
shows the raw data, and the other shows the normalized
heatmap. Lastly, several helpful distributions are plotted: a
histogram of PET cluster length, a density plot of singleton
interaction distance, and the density of interacting loci in
the selected region of interest.

It can be readily seen that RNAPII interactions are much
shorter than CTCF ones (with the average length of 191 kb
for RNAPII and 436kb for CTCF), and that they are usu-
ally found very close to the CTCF sites, which is in concor-
dance with the genome folding model we proposed earlier
(5). With some simplification it can be said that CTCF is
a major contributor that shapes the genome topology, with
one of its functions being bringing together the transcrip-
tion and regulatory elements. Given the presented interac-
tion plots one could argue that the selected region is com-
prised of 4 substructures (Figure 3A, marked with orange
bars), with no PET interactions joining them. This detailed
information conveyed by the interaction arcs plots is com-
plemented by singleton heatmaps which allow easy recogni-
tion of TADs. Looking at the heatmaps alone it seems that
there are three, four or five TADs, depending on whether
we prefer to identify small and dense regions, or larger,
but possibly less compacted ones. Interestingly, one of the
most apparent splits into TADs (Figure 3C, marked with
orange bars) does not entirely align with the regions sug-
gested based on the PET interactions, suggest that inferring
3D structures requires careful examination and interpreta-
tion of both types of data.

At the top of the page is a link labeled ‘Open 3D view’,
which will open a page for the interactive 3D viewer with
the model pre-loaded. The viewer supports all the usual in-
teractions - translation, rotation, and zoom. A wide variety
of options are provided through a dropdown menu on the
right. Here we only mention a few of these, and refer the
reader to the online tutorial for a full list of options.

Figure 4 shows a model of chr2:24026977-24629787, a re-
gion we previously investigated for its complex but func-
tional looping interactions (5). For ChIA-PET libraries,
the viewer can display the locations of the DNA bind-
ing protein(s) used to create the library, as shown in Fig-
ure 4A, for CTCF (green) and RNA pol II (red). No-
tably, the user may upload a genomic annotation file in
the broadPeak (http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.
html#format13) format used by ENCODE, which will
color the 3D structure according to the intensity of the an-
notated peak. The color scale may be adjusted in a variety
of ways to highlight regions of interest. Figure 4B shows the
locations of strong and weak promoters (red), according to
ChromHMM (ENCODE). It is immediately obvious that
the promoters are colocalized within the cluster. This exam-
ple demonstrates the utility of 3D modeling; to make such
an inference from a 1D or 2D representation would require
examining neighbors, next-nearest-neighbors, etc., to eluci-
date the promoter cluster. Additional genomic annotations
are shown in Figure 4C (H3K4me1) and d (H3K4me3). In
these cases, there is no apparent colocalization, as the his-
tone marks are rather evenly distributed within the cluster
and along the loops.

There are two options for locally saving the structure. The
current view can be saved as an image (png), suitable for
publication and presentations. Additionally, the user can

http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html#format13
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download the structure as an STL file, which is a common
format for 3D rendering software.

DISCUSSION

The 3D-GNOME web server provides easy access to our
3D chromatin modeling platform and a wide array of anal-
ysis tools, all packaged in a convenient, user-friendly envi-
ronment. A user with no computational expertise can eas-
ily create 3D models from 3C-like data, and we expect the
availability of such a resource to greatly expand the oppor-
tunities for 3D chromatin analysis. Model generation typi-
cally takes a few minutes, and multiple structures can be re-
quested simultaneously. The 1D arcs, 2D heatmaps and 3D
structures generated by 3D-GNOME offer complementary
representations of the library data. Together, these represen-
tations offer ample opportunities for data analysis, hypothe-
sis generation, and testing. We believe that the 3D-GNOME
webserver is a valuable tool for researchers that are already
interested in the higher order chromatin organization, but
are lacking either the experimental data (the first scenario),
or advanced simulation software (the second scenario) to
infer the 3D structures from their own interaction data.
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